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Dread and Hope
by Gwen Hamilton
Gwen is Kanien'kehá:ka with family from Kahnà:wake, and is currently living in Kanà:tsio
(Ottawa, Ontario). Gwen enjoys writing, beading and drawing in their spare time, and is
the first person in two generations to reconnect to their family's Kanien'kehá:ka roots.

There will be an election, they said and
Dread
My first thought.
Like a stone in my throat.
Then I remembered 2020
How everyone came together for Wet’suwet’en and BLM.
How people made music
From rooftops and balconies
More than two meters apart.
I remembered #215 and the outcry
From Indigenous and settler alike.
And I felt hope.
Maybe this time will be different, I thought.
A government who cares
For us
The First peoples of this land
For our health and land and safety.
For those living in poverty
Not just those with gold-lined pockets.
I had hope.
We had all learnt so much
Suffered and celebrated and cried together
I thought, finally, this election will make a difference.
But the government is still the same.
A part of me still hopes
A bigger part knows
Nothing will change
Unless we make it.

Paving the Way Forward: Reconciliation with
Indigenous Peoples Cannot Take the Backseat
by Chezney Martin
Chezney is Turtle Clan, of Seneca Nation from Six Nations of the Grand River territory.

In the month of November of last year, the sun rose in an
overcast sky.
As the season suggested, mud and leaves clung to boots and
tires alike across the Haldimand region of Ontario. It was the
whisper of winter that chimed the fifth month of the
Haudenosaunee land dispute that festered at the edge of the
town of Caledonia on unceded land of the Six Nations
community.
I, acting as a journalist for a national youth news publication
based out of Victoria, B.C., hopped into a mud-crusted Jeep with
my now fiancé, driven by Land Defenders. Camera in hand, I
viewed through my own eyes and the lens of a Canon Rebel, the
after-effects of a land dispute. Twisted railroad tracks, an ash and
graffiti-covered school bus, a severed telephone pole hanging by
the threads of its wires, and the arrests of twenty-six people.
Of course, my position, meant that my opinion couldn’t enter
the sphere of willing voices that I interviewed as I listened to
their truths. But being both human and Haudenosaunee at
once, my thoughts and feelings were heavy.
I realized that this, the carnage of a land dispute, is a realistic
image of how Canadian processes and ambitions can ignore the
promise of Reconciliation. That image facilitates the precedence
that unless Reconciliation is defined in Western terms within
Western parameters and time frames, Reconciliation is not a
priority at the governmental level. To me, that is where the most
change needs to happen in the future.

Paving the Way Forward: Reconciliation with
Indigenous Peoples Cannot Take the Backseat
by Chezney Martin (Continued)
The push for change which is seen in Land Defender
demonstrations, also extends to the voters in the federal
election.
But even so, we cannot forget that Indigenous people across
this land inherit duties, responsibilities, belief systems and
spiritualities that existed long before Canada. We are also
peoples that are bound by treaty; in the case of the
Haudenosaunee, I will refer to the Two Row Wampum
agreement. This agreement signified the relationship between
the Dutch and the Haudenosaunee, whereby the
Haudenosaunee will uphold their customs in a canoe, and the
Dutch will uphold their customs in a ship, neither to interfere in
the customs of the other. Not to mention that we are also
peoples whose ancestors had their own ways of governance,
and in modern times, our communities still uphold sovereignty.
We cannot ignore that Indigenous people are also, still, healing
from the legacy of colonization.
Thus, there are Indigenous people that vote out of obligation to
fight for change, and there are Indigenous people that do not
vote out of traditional duty and cultural perseverance. There are
those that claim the term “Canadian," and those that do not.
These aspects really highlight how difficult conversations on
politics can be for Indigenous people. Nothing about the
relationship between Indigenous people and Canada is singular,
and there are more facets that even I am unaware of. But in my
short lifetime, I have seen narratives change from topics on
Indigenous people going without real Indigenous input, to
Indigenous people creating entirely new topics out of necessity
to highlight their realities. As my mother would put it, “there’s
never been a better, modern time to be a vocal Indigenous
person.”

Paving the Way Forward: Reconciliation with
Indigenous Peoples Cannot Take the Backseat
by Chezney Martin (Continued)
However, an injustice that recently surfaced in the federal
election was the lack of dialogue surrounding the uncovering of
unmarked child graves at former residential schools. Statistics
do not let us forget that Indigenous communities still suffer
from lack of access to clean drinking water, and boil water
advisories thrive. It may be a better time to be a vocal
Indigenous person, but it is not a time to take peace in, and I
believe that is a sentiment shared with the majority of
Canadians that understand the country’s tarnished history.
So, there are many things that can be hoped for by Indigenous
people from the most recent election, but one of the main hopes
that should not be ignored is the hope for governmental
willingness to take real action in Reconciliation efforts.
Canada still rests upon historical decisions with present-day
impacts upon Indigenous people that have been untouched by
time in legislation, and systems that are in dire need of change.
Unlike the concept that with the snap of a magical set of fingers
or a pile of funding, these changes will appear; for those changes
to happen, there is going to be an offloading of work for the up
and coming generations to bear.
In other words, Canada’s history has forced new generations to
pick up after those before them. This includes Indigenous
children inheriting inter-generational trauma and choosing to
avoid the status quo, whereby familial curses end with them as
adults by healing. It also includes Canadians that are learning
about the histories and aftermaths that came long before them
and choosing to stop the injustice of benefitting from systems
that their predecessors built.

Paving the Way Forward: Reconciliation with
Indigenous Peoples Cannot Take the Backseat
by Chezney Martin
(continued)
In each federal election, it seems that we become ever closer to the once
quiet whisper of change, to the loud banging of revolution on the other
side of a door that any governmental body can open and address.
We know that we can’t rewrite history, but we can work to acknowledge
the past and right the future together. To me, that is where the focus has
been for Indigenous people in Reconciliation. We just need that to be
reflected at the governmental level, in the right way.

Let us be Your Leaders
by Katelynn H. Adams
Katelynn is an urban Inuk on Lekungwen Territory.

We’re off to the races!
Red, green, orange and shades of blue pepper in the streets
No shaking hands or kissing babies-elbow bumps and two metre away
waves Attack ads on repeat; she/him/they aren’t ready to be YOUR Leader,
but is really anyone?
Unprecedented times
Empty promises
Mourning Nations
Land’s burning
Ocean’s rising
All we can do is to hope for a better tomorrow
A better collective future
Red, orange, green and shades of blue we’ve told you what
we want Let us guide you how to get there
Thousands of years of knowledge systems and love have gotten us here
Join us in building futures where we all thrive

